Abstract. The first computer implementation of the Dantzig-FulkersonJohnson cutting-plane method for solving the traveling salesman problem, written by Martin, used subtour inequalities as well as cutting planes of Gomory's type. The practice of looking for and using cuts that match prescribed templates in conjunction with Gomory cuts was continued in computer codes of Miliotis, Land, and Fleischmann. Grötschel, Padberg, and Hong advocated a different policy, where the template paradigm is the only source of cuts; furthermore, they argued for drawing the templates exclusively from the set of linear inequalities that induce facets of the TSP polytope. These policies were adopted in the work of Crowder and Padberg, in the work of Grötschel and Holland, and in the work of Padberg and Rinaldi; their computer codes produced the most impressive computational TSP successes of the nineteen eighties. Eventually, the template paradigm became the standard frame of reference for cutting planes in the TSP. The purpose of this paper is to describe a technique for finding cuts that disdains all understanding of the TSP polytope and bashes on regardless of all prescribed templates. Combining this technique with the traditional template approach was a crucial step in our solutions of a 13,509-city TSP instance and a 15,112-city TSP instance.
The Cutting-Plane Method and Its Descendants
The groundbreaking work of Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson [19] on the traveling salesman problem introduced the cutting-plane method , which can be used to attack any problem minimize c T x subject to x ∈ S,
where S is a finite subset of some Euclidean space IR m , provided that an efficient algorithm to recognize points of S is available. This method is iterative; each of its iterations begins with a linear programming relaxation of (1), meaning a problem minimize c T x subject to Ax ≤ b,
where the polyhedron P defined as {x : Ax ≤ b} contains S and is bounded.
Since P is bounded, we can find an optimal solution x * of (2) which is an extreme point of P . If x * belongs to S, then it constitutes an optimal solution of (1); otherwise, some linear inequality separates x * from S in the sense of being satisfied by all the points in S and violated by x * ; such an inequality is called a cutting plane or simply a cut. In the latter case, we find a family of cuts, add them to the system Ax ≤ b, and use the resulting tighter relaxation of (1) in the next iteration of the cutting-plane method.
Each iteration of the method requires first finding x * and then finding a family of cuts. Finding x * presents no problem: this is what the simplex method and other LP algorithms are for. Finding cuts is the challenge that has to be answered with each new application of the cutting-plane method; we shall return to this challenge later.
Progress of the cutting-plane method towards solving a particular instance of problem (1) is often estimated by the increase in the optimal value of its LP relaxation; as more and more cuts are added, these increases tend to get smaller and smaller. When they become unbearably small, the sensible thing to do may be to branch: having chosen a vector α and numbers β , β with β < β such that of x * is not an integer, then we may choose α so that α T x is identically equal to x e and set β = x minimize c T x subject to x ∈ S, Cx ≤ d
for some system Cx ≤ d of linear inequalities and each leaf will have been either solved without recourse to branching or else found irrelevant since the optimal value of its LP relaxation turned out to be at least as large as c T x for some previously known element x of S. This scheme is one of the many variants of the branch-and-bound method. (The term "branch-and-bound", coined by Little, Murty, Sweeney, and Karel [44] , refers to a general class of algorithms that originated in the work of Bock [7] , Croes [16] , Eastman [20] , Rossman and Twery [65] , and Land and Doig [42] ; in this more general context, relaxations of (1) may come from a universe far wider than that of linear programming relaxations (2) and each subproblem may be split into more than two sub-subproblems.)
Computer codes written by Hong [39] , Miliotis [48] , and Grötschel, Jünger, and Reinelt [33] introduced a particular variant of this variant, where each subproblem is attacked by the cutting-plane method; in these codes, the cuts introduced in solving (3) are satisfied by all points of S (rather than merely by all points x of S which satisfy Cx ≤ d), and so they can be passed to any other subproblem later on. Padberg and Rinaldi [60] termed this approach branchand-cut.
Ways of Finding Cuts
The symmetric traveling salesman problem, or TSP for short, is this: given a finite number of "cities" along with the cost of travel between each pair of them, find the cheapest way of visiting all of the cities and returning to your starting point. The travel costs are symmetric in the sense that traveling from city X to city Y costs just as much as traveling from Y to X; the "way of visiting all the cities" is simply the order in which the cities are visited. This problem is a special case of (1) with m = n(n − 1)/2, where n is the number of the cities and S consists of the set of incidence vectors of all the hamiltonian cycles through the set V of the n cities; in this context, hamiltonian cycles are commonly called tours. Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson illustrated the power of their cuttingplane method by solving a 49-city instance of the TSP, an impressive size at the time. They let the initial polyhedron P consist of all vectors x, with components subscripted by edges of the complete graph on V , that satisfy 0 ≤ x e ≤ 1 for all edges e (4) and (x e : v ∈ e) = 2 for all cities v.
(Throughout this paper, we treat the edges of a graph as two-element subsets of its vertex-set: v ∈ e means that vertex v is an endpoint of edge e; e ∩ Q = ∅ means that edge e has an endpoint in set Q; e − Q = ∅ means that edge e has an endpoint outside set Q; and so on.) All but two of their cuts have the form (x e : e ∩ Q = ∅, e − Q = ∅) ≥ 2, where Q is a nonempty proper subset of V ; they are satisfied by all tours through V because every such tour has to move from Q to V − Q at least once and it has to move back to Q after each such crossing. Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson called such inequalities "loop constraints"; nowadays, they are commonly referred to as "subtour elimination inequalities"; we are going to call them simply subtour inequalities. (As for the two exceptional cuts, Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson give ad hoc combinatorial arguments to show that these inequalities are satisfied by incidence vectors of all tours through the 49 cities and, in a footnote, they say "We are indebted to I. Glicksberg of Rand for pointing out relations of this kind to us".)
An important class of problems (1) are the integer linear programming problems, where S is specified as the set of all integer solutions of some explicitly recorded system of linear constraints. For this class, Gomory [26, 27, 28] designed fast procedures for generating cuts from the optimal simplex basis (and proved that systematic use of these cuts makes the cutting-plane method terminate); cuts generated by these procedures are called Gomory cuts.
If an LP relaxation of a TSP instance includes all constraints (4), (5) , then a nonempty set of cuts can be found routinely whenever x * ∈ S: on the one hand, if x * is not an integer vector, then it violates a Gomory cut; on the other hand, if x * is an integer vector, then it is the incidence vector of the edge-set of a disconnected graph and each connected component of this graph yields a subtour cut. The first computer code for solving the TSP by the cutting-plane method, written by Martin [46] , adopts this policy: some of its cuts are subtour inequalities and others are generated by a variation on Gomory's theme described in Martin [45] . In subsequent TSP codes, subtour inequalities became a stock item, but Gomory cuts fell into disuse when a different paradigm for finding cuts took over.
By a template, we mean a set of linear inequalities; we say that a cut matches the template if it belongs to the set. By the template paradigm, we mean the following two-part procedure used in the design of branch-and-cut algorithms:
(i) describe one or more templates of linear inequalities that are satisfied by all the points of S, (ii) for each template described in part (i), design an efficient separation algorithm that, given an x * , attempts to find a cut that matches the template.
The separation algorithms in (ii) may be exact in the sense of finding a cut that separates x * from S and matches the template whenever one exists and they may be heuristic in the sense of sometimes failing to find such a cut even though one exists.
The primordial template of TSP cuts is the set of subtour inequalities; an exact separation algorithm for this template has been pointed out by Hong [39] . Next came the template of "blossom inequalities", introduced by Edmonds [21] in the context of 2-matchings and used in the branch-and-cut TSP computer code written by Hong [39] ; then came the more general template of "comb inequalities", first used by Grötschel [30, 31] in his solution of a 120-city TSP instance by the cutting-plane method. To describe these templates, let us define, for every vector x with components subscripted by edges of the complete graph on V and for every pair A, B of disjoint subsets of V ,
In this notation, subtour inequalities are recorded as x(Q, V − Q) ≥ 2; a comb inequality is any inequality
where
• k is odd. To see that every comb inequality is satisfied by all characteristic vectors x of tours through V , let j denote the number of sets T i that satisfy
A blossom inequality is a comb inequality with |T i | = 2 for all i = 1, 2, . . . k.
Just like the subtour inequalities, the blossom inequalities, and the comb inequalities, more complicated templates of linear inequalities that are satisfied by all characteristic vectors x of tours through V are often described as hypergraph inequalities
where H is a collection of subsets of V (also known as a hypergraph on V ) and λ Q (Q ∈ H) and µ are integers. Naddef [51] reviews a number of templates of hypergraph inequalities satisfied by all characteristic vectors x of tours through V . TSP codes of Miliotis [49] , Land [41] , and Fleischmann [23] used the template paradigm as their preferred source of cuts; whenever this source dried up, they provisionally switched to Gomory cuts. Grötschel and Padberg [35, 36] and Padberg and Hong [58] advocated a different policy, where the template paradigm is the only source of cuts; furthermore, they argued for drawing the templates exclusively from the set of linear inequalities that induce facets of the traveling salesman polytope, meaning the convex hull of S. These policies were adopted in TSP codes of Crowder and Padberg [18] , Grötschel and Holland [32] , and Padberg and Rinaldi [60, 63] , which produced the most impressive computational TSP successes of the nineteen eighties. The template paradigm is also the frame of reference for other papers related to TSP codes, such as Carr [10] , Christof and Reinelt [11] , Clochard and Naddef [13] , Cornuéjols, Fonlupt, and Naddef [14] , Fleischer and Tardos [22] , Grötschel and Pulleyblank [37] , Letchford [43] , Naddef and Thienel [54, 55] , Padberg and Rao [59] , and Padberg and Rinaldi [61, 62] .
We have written a branch-and-cut computer code for solving the TSP. Its initial version was written in 1994; we presented some of its aspects at the 15th International Symposium on Mathematical Programming held at the University of Michigan in 1994, described them in Applegate et al. [1] , and eventually distributed the code as Concorde 97.08.27 at the 16th ISMP held at the Ecole polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne in 1997. A later version was written in 1997; we presented some of its aspects at the 16th ISMP, outlined them in Applegate et al. [2] , and eventually made the code available on the internet, as Concorde 99.12.15, at Applegate et al. [3] . In the initial 1994 version, cuts were found partly by following the template paradigm (with a couple of our own separation heuristics for comb inequalities thrown in) and partly by a couple of new tech-niques with the common theme of innovating obsolete cuts. In the later 1997 version, we incorporated a technique that disdains all understanding of the traveling salesman polytope and bashes on regardless of all prescribed templates. This departure from the template paradigm is the subject of the present paper.
Cuts, Tours, and Shrinking
Let x * denote the optimal solution of the current LP relaxation that has been returned by the LP solver. In computer codes that search for TSP cuts, it is common practice -Land [ In particular, if x * is defined by
x and x * ij = 0 for all the remaining i and j such that 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 9, then its shrunk version x * is defined by Looking for cuts in the shrunk version x * of x * does not mean looking for linear inequalities satisfied by all tours through the shrunk version V of V and violated by x * . In our toy example, the inequality
is satisfied by all tours through V -which is {0, 
which is not satisfied by the tour 0-2-5-9-1-4-8-7-6-3-0. In this example, shrinking {0, 6, 7} into 0, shrinking {1, 8} into 1, and shrinking {2, 9} into 2 reduces the tour 0-2-5-9-1-4-8-7-6-3-0 to the spanning closed walk 0-2-5-2-1-4-1-0-3-0; it reduces the incidence vector x of the tour to the vector x such that x 01 = 1, x 02 = 1, x 03 = 2, x 12 = 1, x 14 = 2, x 25 = 2, and x ij = 0 for all the remaining i and j such that 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 5. In general, shrinking V into V reduces a tour through V to a spanning closed walk through V ; it reduces the incidence vector x of the tour to a vector x such that
• each x e is a nonnegative integer,
• the graph with vertex-set V and edge-set {e : x e > 0} is connected,
• (x e : v ∈ e) is even whenever v ∈ V ; we will refer to the set of all the vectors x with these properties as tangled tours through V . This notion, but not the term, was introduced by Cornuéjols, Fonlupt, and Naddef [14] ; they refer to the convex hull of the set of all tangled tours through a prescribed set as the graphical traveling salesman polytope. Every inequality a ij x ij ≤ b yields, through substitution from the definitions of x ij , an inequality a ij x ij ≤ b; if the original inequality is satisfied by all tangled tours through V , then the new inequality is satisfied by all tours through V ; if the original inequality is violated by the shrunk version x * of x * , then the new inequality is violated by x * . In our toy example, the blossom inequality
is satisfied by all tangled tours through V and violated by x * ; it yields, through substitution from the definitions of x ij , the comb inequality which is satisfied by all tours through V and violated by x * . As this example suggests, the change of variable from x to x is particularly easy to implement in hypergraph inequalities: substitution from the definitions of
where Q is the set of all cities that are mapped into Q by the function that shrinks V onto V .
The subject of the present paper is a technique where, rather than first shrinking x * once and for all onto a V that may be large and then attempting to find many cuts in the single x * , we shrink x * many times onto sets V that are small (their typical size is at most thirty or so) and we find precisely one cut in each x * that lies outside the graphical traveling salesman polytope on V : see Algorithm 31.
The forthcoming Sect. 4 takes up about half of the paper and describes the collection of commonplace techniques that we have chosen to implement the body of the for loop in Algorithm 31 in Concorde, our computer code (a more detailed description will be presented in Applegate et al. [4] ); the very short Sect. 5 describes Concorde's implementation of the control of the for loop. Section 6 attempts to give an idea of how useful the inclusion of Algorithm 31 in Concorde turned out to be. Section 7 places Algorithm 31 in a broader context and points out the potential for more general uses of the machinery assembled in Sect. 4. 
Does x * Lie Outside the Graphical Traveling Salesman Polytope?
Rephrasing the Question. In our example, every tangled tour x through V satisfies the fourteen inequalities
and the seven inequalities
and the two inequalities
since x * satisfies each of these twenty-three inequalities as an equation, it is a convex combination of tangled tours through V if only if it is a convex combination of those tangled tours through V that satisfy each of the twenty-three inequalities as an equation.
In general, every tangled tour x through V satisfies the inequalities x e ≥ 0 for all e, (x e : u ∈ e) ≥ 2 for all u,
x(e, V − e} ≥ 2 for all e, and so x * is a convex combination of tangled tours through V if only if it is a convex combination of tangled tours through V that satisfy x e = 0 for all e such that x * e = 0, (7) (x e : u ∈ e) = 2 for all u such that (x * e : u ∈ e) = 2, (8)
Concorde
. . , k (but not necessarily for i = 0), and so
(Our machinery for processing x * is predicated on this property of x * , but could be easily modified to handle all x * : see Sect. 7.) In this case, every solution x of (8), (9) satisfies
x e = 1 for all e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} and x * e = 1, (11) and so x * is a convex combination of tangled tours through V if only if it is a convex combination of tangled tours through V that satisfy (7), (10), (11) .
We will refer to tangled tours that satisfy (7), (10), (11) as strongly constrained.
Delayed Generation of Strongly Constrained Tangled Tours. Unfortunately, the strongly constrained tangled tours through V may be too numerous to be listed one by one; fortunately, x * can be tested for membership in the convex hull of the set of strongly constrained tangled tours through V without listing these tangled tours one by one. The trick, introduced by Ford and Fulkerson [25] and by Jewell [40] , is known as delayed column generation; we use it in Algorithm 41. This algorithm returns either the message "x * is in the graphical traveling salesman polytope on V " or a vector a and a scalar b such that the inequality a T x ≤ b is satisfied by all strongly constrained tangled tours x through V and violated by x * .
Algorithm 41. Testing the if condition in Algorithm 31:
if there is a strongly constrained tangled tour x through V then make x the only specimen in a collection of strongly constrained tangled tours through V ; repeat if some linear inequality a T x ≤ b is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * then find a strongly constrained tangled tour x through V that maximizes a T x; if a T x ≤ b then return a and b; else add x to the collection; end else return the message "x * is in the graphical traveling salesman polytope on V "; end end else return 0 and −1; end
In our illustrative example, Algorithm 41 may initialize the collection by the
• strongly constrained tangled tour 0-4-3-2-1-5-6-7-0 and then proceed through the following five iterations:
is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * . The • strongly constrained tangled tour 0-1-2-0-4-3-5-6-7-0 maximixes −x 15 . We add this tangled tour to the collection.
is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * . The • strongly constrained tangled tour 0-1-5-2-0-4-3-6-7-0 maximixes x 25 . We add this tangled tour to the collection.
is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * . The • strongly constrained tangled tour 0-1-0-4-3-2-5-6-7-0 maximixes −x 15 + x 23 + x 25 . We add this tangled tour to the collection.
is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * . The • strongly constrained tangled tour 0-1-5-6-7-4-3-2-0 maximixes x 47 . We add this tangled tour to the collection.
Iteration 5: Inequality
is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * . The • strongly constrained tangled tour 0-4-3-2-1-5-6-7-0 maximixes x 12 + x 25 + x 47 . We conclude that (12) is satisfied by all strongly constrained tangled tours and violated by x * .
Implementing Algorithm 41. Let E 1/2 denote the set of all the edges e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k}, x * e = 0, x * e = 1.
The significance of E 1/2 comes from the fact that every strongly constrained tangled tour x satisfies
x e = 0 for all e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} and x * e = 0, x e = 1 for all e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} and x * e = 1, and so the condition some linear inequality a T x ≤ b is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * in Algorithm 41 is equivalent to the condition some linear inequality a T x ≤ b with a e = 0 whenever e ∈ E 1/2 is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * .
To test this condition, Concorde solves a linear programming problem. With ψ(x) standing for the restriction of x on its components indexed by elements of E 1/2 , with A the matrix whose columns ψ(x) come from specimens x in the collection, and with e standing -as usual -for the vector [1, 1, . . . , 1] T whose number of components is determined by the context, this problem in variables s, λ, w reads maximize s subject to sψ(
Since its constraints can be satisfied by setting s = 0, λ = 0, w = 0, problem (13) either has an optimal solution or else it is unbounded. In the former case, simplex method applied to (13) finds also an optimal solution of its dual,
and this optimal solution provides the a and b of Algorithm 41; in fact, it
subject to the constraints that a T x ≤ b for all x in the collection and that a e = 0 whenever e ∈ E 1/2 . In the latter case, (14) is infeasible, and so no linear inequality is satisfied by all x in the collection and violated by x * . To find specimens x for the collection, we use a function Oracle that, given an integer vector c, returns either a strongly constrained tangled tour x through V that maximizes c T x or the message "infeasible" indicating that no tangled tour through V is strongly constrained. Concorde implements Oracle as two algorithms in tandem: if a primitive branch-and-bound algorithm fails to solve the instance within a prescribed number of recursive calls of itself, then we switch to a more sophisticated branch-and-cut algorithm. To reconcile
• the integer arithmetic of Oracle, which uses a and b, with
• the floating-point arithmetic of the simplex method, which finds a and b, Concorde uses the continued fraction method (see, for instance, Schrijver [66] ); since Oracle uses integer arithmetic, the cut a T x ≤ b that separates x * from all strongly constrained tangled tours through V has an integer a and an integer right-hand side b.
Separating x
* from the Graphical Traveling Salesman Polytope: The Three Phases If x * lies outside the graphical traveling salesman polytope, then Algorithm 41 returns a linear inequality that separates x * from all strongly constrained tangled tours. To convert this inequality to a cut that separates x * from all tangled tours, we proceed in in three phases:
in Phase 1, we find a linear inequality that separates x * from all moderately constrained tangled tours and induces a facet of the convex hull of these tangled tours, in Phase 2, we find a linear inequality that separates x * from all weakly constrained tangled tours and induces a facet of the convex hull of these tangled tours, in Phase 3, we find a linear inequality that separates x * from all tangled tours and induces a facet of the convex hull of weakly constrained tangled tours.
(In Phase 3, we could easily find a linear inequality that separates x * from all tangled tours and induces a facet of the convex hull of all tangled tours; however, such an inequality might not be acceptable to Concorde as a constraint of an LP relaxation of the TSP instance. We will discuss this point in Sect. 4.5.)
The intermediate classes of moderately constrained tangled tours and weakly constrained tangled tours are defined by reference to the sets of constraints (a) (x e : u ∈ e) = 2 for all u in {1, 2, . . . , k}; (b) x e = 0 for all e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} and x * e = 0, x e = 1 for all e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} and x * e = 1; (c) x 0u = 0 for all u in {1, 2, . . . , k} such that x * 0u = 0.
Specifically, strongly constrained tangled tours are those that satisfy (a), (b), (c); moderately constrained tangled tours are those that satisfy (a), (b); weakly constrained tangled tours are those that satisfy (a).
The principal tools used in Phase 1 are a constructive proof of a a classic result of Minkowski (Theorem 1) and the Dinkelbach method of fractional programming; Phase 2 is sequential lifting; Phase 3 is nearly effortless. In Phase 1 and Phase 2, we use a function Oracle that, given integer vectors c, , u and a threshold t (either an integer or −∞), returns either a weakly constrained tangled tour x that maximizes c T x subject to ≤ x ≤ u, c T x > t or the message "infeasible" indicating that no weakly constrained tangled tour x satisfies
This is the same function that is used, with a fixed and a fixed u, to find items x for the collection in Algorithm 41.
Phase 1: From Strongly Constrained to Moderately Constrained Tangled Tours
Separating x * from Moderately Constrained Tangled Tours. It is easy to convert any linear inequality that separates x * from all strongly constrained tangled tours to a linear inequality that separates x * from all moderately constrained tangled tours. In our example, inequality
is satisfied by all strongly constrained tangled tours x and violated by x * ; if x is a moderately constrained tangled tour, then ψ(x) is a zero-one vector, and so
a moderately constrained tangled tour x is strongly constrained if and only if
It follows that the inequality
is satisfied by all moderately constrained tangled tours x and violated by x * . In general, a moderately constrained tangled tour x is strongly constrained if and only if
is satisfied by all strongly constrained tangled tours x and violated by x * , then
is satisfied by all moderately constrained tangled tours x and violated by x * (to see that ||p|| 1 − r is always positive, note that r < p T ψ(x * ) ≤ ||p|| 1 ); the bulk of Phase 1 is taken up by transforming this cut into a cut that induces a facet of the convex hull of all moderately constrained tangled tours.
Dimension of the Set of Moderately Constrained Tangled Tours. In Sect. 4.1, we defined
In fact, we may assume that E 1/2 = {e : e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k}, 0 < x * e < 1} : otherwise x * e > 1 for some e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k}, and so x * is separated from all tangled tours by the subtour inequality x(e, V − e) ≥ 2. (As noted by Cornuéjols, Fonlupt, and Naddef [14] , subtour inequalities induce facets of the graphical traveling salesman polytope.) In addition, with ψ(x) standing for the restriction of x on E 1/2 just as in Sect. 4.1, we may assume that each of the vectors 
with components indexed by elements of E 1/2 equals ψ(x) for some moderately constrained tangled tour x (else x * is separated from T by another readily available subtour inequality), and so {ψ(x) : x is a moderately constrained tangled tour} has full dimension.
Since every moderately constrained tangled tour x satisfies {1, 2, . . . , k}, u ∈ e) for all u in {1, 2, . . . , k}, x e = 0 for all e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} and x * e = 0, x e = 1 for all e such that e ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} and x * e = 1, we conclude that the set of moderately constrained tangled tours has dimension |E 1/2 |.
From a Cut to a Facet-Inducing Cut: An Overview. The optimal basis of problem (13) provides an affinely independent set I of strongly constrained tangled tours x that satisfy (15) 
Concorde maintains these four invariants while adding new elements to I and adjusting a and b if necessary: when |I| reaches |E 1/2 |, the current cut a T x ≤ b induces a facet of the convex hull of all moderately constrained tangled tours. An outline of this process is provided in Algorithm 42.
Algorithm 42. From a cut to a facet-inducing cut in
find an integer vector v, an integer w, and a moderately constrained tangled tour x 0 such that (A1) v T x = w whenever x ∈ I, (A2) some moderately constrained tangled tour x has v T x = w, and either (A3. Iteration 1: v T x = x 03 , w = 0, and x 0 is an arbitrary moderately constrained tangled tour. We leave a T x ≤ b unchanged and we add to I • the moderately constrained tangled tour 0-1-2-5-6-7-4-3-0.
Iteration 2: v
T x = x 05 , w = 0, and x 0 is an arbitrary moderately constrained tangled tour. We replace a T x ≤ b by
and we add to I • the moderately constrained tangled tour 0-1-2-5-0-4-3-6-7-0.
Iteration 3: v T x = x 06 , w = 0, and x 0 is an arbitrary moderately constrained tangled tour. We leave a T x ≤ b unchanged and we add to I • the moderately constrained tangled tour 0-1-2-5-3-4-7-6-0. Now |I| has reached |E 1/2 |, and so (16) induces a facet of the convex hull of moderately constrained tangled tours. for all u in {1, 2, . . . , k}, Concorde's way of shrinking x * into x * -whose description is deferred to Sect. 5 -guarantees the existence of a moderately constrained tangled tour x such that x 0u > 0.
If no inequality v T x ≥ w in the catalog satisfies (A1) and yet |I| < |E 1/2 |, then Concorde finds v as a nonzero solution of the system
it sets w = 0, and it lets x 0 be the moderately constrained tangled tour such that x 0 e = 0 for all e in E 1/2 . For each e in E 1/2 , let x e denote the moderately constrained tangled tour such that x e e = 1 and x e f = 0 for all other f in E 1/2 . Property (18) guarantees that v T x e = v e for all e in E 1/2 ; since v is a nonzero vector with property (18), at least one e in E 1/2 has v e = 0; it follows that (A2) holds.
To see that a
and so
To see that v T x 0 = 0, note that v e x 0 e = 0 for all e. 
and then it sets
To show that a T x * > b , we are going to prove that
There are nonnegative numbers λ + and µ + such that
and there are nonnegative numbers λ − and µ − such that 
Implementation of Tilt. Tilt could be implemented by the Dinkelbach method of fractional programming (see, for instance, Sect. 5.6 of Craven [15] or Sect. 4.5 of Stancu-Minasian [67] ) as in Algorithm 43. 
Phase 2: From Moderately Constrained to Weakly Constrained Tangled Tours
We will write
in this notation, a weakly constrained tangled tour x is moderately constrained if and only if x e = 0 whenever e ∈ E 0 and x e = 1 whenever e ∈ E 1 .
The linear inequality a T x ≤ b constructed in Phase 1 separates x * from all moderately constrained tangled tours and induces a a facet of their convex hull; in Phase 2, we find integers ∆ e (e ∈ E 0 ∪ E 1 ) such that the inequality
separates x * from all weakly constrained tangled tours and induces a a facet of their convex hull. A way of computing the ∆ e one by one originated in the work of Gomory (1969) and was elaborated by Balas (1975) , Hammer, Johnson, and Peled (1975), Padberg (1973 Padberg ( ,1975 , Wolsey (1975a Wolsey ( , 1975b , and others; it is known as sequential lifting; its application in our context is described in Algorithm 44. Both while loops in this algorithm maintain the invariant a T x ≤ b induces a facet of the convex hull of all weakly constrained tangled tours x such that x e = 0 whenever e ∈ F 0 and x e = 1 whenever e ∈ F 1 .
   (19)
Algorithm 44. Sequential lifting
find a weakly constrained tangled tour x max that maximizes a T x subject to x e = 0 whenever e ∈ F 0 ∪ {f }, x e = 1 whenever e ∈ F 1 − {f };
find a weakly constrained tangled tour x max that maximizes a T x subject to x e = 0 whenever e ∈ F 0 − {f }, An arbitrary inequality a T x ≤ b with properties (i), (ii) can be made to satisfy (iii) as well by first substituting 2 − (x e : 0 ∈ e, u ∈ e) for all x 0u and then substituting 0 for all x e such that e ∈ E 0 and substituting 1 for all x e such that e ∈ E 1 . In our illustrative example, these substitutions convert inequality Concorde implements Phase 2 as a streamlined version of Algorithm 44; to describe this version, we will write
Since every weakly constrained tangled tour x satisfies
it is determined by its restriction on E int . Restrictions of weakly constrained tangled tours on E int are precisely the incidence vectors of the edge-sets of path systems -meaning graphs whose connected components are paths -with vertexset V int . The set of all path systems with vertex-set V int is monotone in the sense that the removal of an edge from a path system yields another path system. Monotonicity of the set of all path systems with vertex-set V int implies that, for all choices of subsets R 0 , R 1 of E int and for all choices of objective functions a T x such that a e = 0 for all e outside E int (this property of a is maintained by Algorithm 44), the problem of finding a weakly constrained tangled tour that maximizes a T x subject to x e = 0 whenever e ∈ R 0 , x e = 1 whenever e ∈ R 1 either has no feasible solution at all or else has an optimal solution such that x e = 0 whenever e ∈ E int −(R 0 ∪ R 1 ) and a e = 0.
Concorde exploits this observation in a couple of ways: it makes the job of Oracle easier by adding constraint x e = 0 whenever e ∈ E int −(F 0 ∪ F 1 ) and a e = 0 to the problem of finding x max and it skips certain calls of Oracle altogether. The second of these two tricks begins with the set I of |E 1/2 | moderately constrained tangled tours produced in Phase 1: for each element x of I, Concorde deletes from F 0 all the edges uv such that u and v are endpoints of distinct paths in the path system defined by x . To see that each of these deletions preserves invariant (19) , consider the weakly constrained tangled tour x that maximizes a T x subject to x e = 0 whenever e ∈ F 0 − {uv}, x e = 1 whenever e ∈ F 1 ∪ {uv}.
On the one hand, the path system defined by x with edge uv added shows that a T x ≥ b; on the other hand, the path system defined by x with edge uv deleted shows that a T x ≤ b; we conclude that a T x = b, and so the deletion of uv from F 0 preserves invariant (19) .
This trick applies not only to the elements of I, but also to each weakly tangled tour found by Oracle in Phase 2: as soon as it finds a new x max , Concorde deletes from F 0 all the edges uv such that u and v are endpoints of distinct paths in the path system defined by x max .
In our illustrative example, we begin with and then we examine the eight path systems defined by I:
• the path system 4-3-2-1-5-6-7 is a single path, • the path system with components 1-2 and 4-3-5-6-7 eliminates edges 14, 17, 24, 27 from F 0 , • the path system with components 1-5-2 and 4-3-6-7 eliminates edges 14, 17, 24, 27 from F 0 , • the path system with components 1 and 4-3-2-5-6-7 eliminates edges 14, 17 from F 0 , • the path system 1-5-6-7-4-3-2 is a single path, • the path system 1-2-5-6-7-4-3 is a single path, • the path system with components 1-2-5 and 4-3-6-7 eliminates edges 14, 17, 45, 57 from F 0 , • the path system 1-2-5-3-4-7-6 is a single path. 
The first while loop of Algorithm 44 may go as follows.
Oracle, called to find a weakly constrained tangled tour that maximizes the left-hand side a T x of (20) subject to Oracle, called to find a weakly constrained tangled tour that maximizes the left-hand side a T x of (21) subject to
returns the x max represented by
• the path system with the single component 1- The second while loop of Algorithm 44 may go as follows.
Oracle, called to find a weakly constrained tangled tour that maximizes the left-hand side a T x of (22) subject to
• the path system with the single component 1-3-4-7-6-5-2; since a T x max = 14, we replace (22) 
Iteration 2:
Oracle, called to find a weakly constrained tangled tour that maximizes the left-hand side a T x of (23) subject to
• the path system with the single component 1-6-7-4-3-5-2;
since a T x max = 14, we replace (23) 
Iteration 3:
Oracle, called to find a weakly constrained tangled tour that maximizes the left-hand side a T x of (24) subject to
• the path system with the single component 1-5-3-4-7-6-2; since a T x max = 13, we replace (24) 
Oracle, called to find a weakly constrained tangled tour that maximizes the left-hand side a T x of (25) subject to
• the path system with the single component 1- 
Iteration 5:
Oracle, called to find a weakly constrained tangled tour that maximizes the left-hand side a T x of (26) subject to
• the path system with the single component 1-2-5-3-4-6-7;
since a T x max = 14, we replace (26) 
After this iteration, F 0 = F 1 = ∅, and so (27) induces a facet of the convex hull of all weakly constrained tangled tours.
Phase 3: From Weakly Constrained to All Tangled Tours
Phase 2 produces an inequality a T x ≤ b such that (i) a T x ≤ b induces a facet of the convex hull of all weakly constrained tangled tours,
since the set of restrictions of weakly constrained tangled tours onto E int is monotone, (i), (ii), and (iii) imply that (iv) a e > 0 for all e in E int .
A tangled tour x is weakly constrained if and only if (x e : e ∈ E int , w ∈ e) = 2 for all w in V int ;
if a hypergraph inequality
is related to a T x ≤ b in the sense that, for some numbers π w (w ∈ V int ) , the left-hand side of (28) is identically equal to
and the right-hand side of (28) equals
then (28) induces a facet of the convex hull of all weakly constrained tangled tours and is violated by x * . In Phase 3, we find a hypergraph inequality that is related to a T x ≤ b in this sense and is satisfied by all tangled tours. Algorithm 45 accomplishes this objective with a negligible amount of computations. such that the linear form
Arguments used by Naddef and Rinaldi [53] show that the hypergraph inequality returned by Algorithm 45 is satisfied by all tangled tours; it is a routine matter to verify that the numbers defined by π w = (λ Q : w ∈ Q, Q ∈ H) have the desired properties.
A straightforward way of constructing the H and the λ Q (Q ∈ H) in Algorithm 45 is to let H consist of all two-point subsets e such that a e > 0 and to set λ e = a e for all e in H. Instead, Concorde constructs H and λ Q (Q ∈ H) by an iterative greedy procedure: in each iteration, it chooses a maximal (with respect to set-inclusion) subset Q of V int such that a e > 0 for all edges e with both endpoints in Q, it lets λ Q be the smallest of these positive a e , it brings Q into H, and it subtracts λ Q from all a e such that e has both endpoints in Q. In our illustrative example, the inequality a 4. We choose Q = {3, 4}, which yields λ Q = 3 and leaves us with
5. We choose Q = {3, 5, 6}, which yields λ Q = 1 and leaves us with
6. We choose Q = {6, 7}, which yields λ Q = 3 and leaves us with
The resulting hypergraph inequality, Every cut produced by Algorithm 45 can be easily transformed into a cut that induces a facet of the graphical traveling salesman polytope. It can be shown that, in case the a T x ≤ b produced in Phase 2 is such that every a e with e ∈ E int is a positive integer,
for some positive λ, and so Algorithm 45 returns a positive multiple of the subtour inequality
as noted in Sect. 4.3, Cornuéjols, Fonlupt, and Naddef [14] pointed out that subtour inequalities induce facets of the convex hull of T . It can also be shown that, in case (29) fails, the following procedure transforms the cut
produced by Algorithm 45 into a cut that induces a facet of the graphical traveling salesman polytope:
Step 1. For all choices of distinct points u, v, w of V , define
Step 2. For all points w of V int , evaluate
Step 3. Return the inequality
Again, the arguments come from Naddef and Rinaldi [53] ; in their terminology, the inequality returned in Step 3 is tight triangular .
The current version of Concorde can handle only hypergraph constraints with nonnegative coefficients; it settles for the cut produced by Algorithm 45 even when this cut does not induce a facet of the graphical traveling salesman polytope. Concorde's way of choosing H and λ Q (Q ∈ H) aims to mitigate the effects of this carelessness by reducing the number of points w such that ∆ w > 0. 
we have ∆ w = 0 for all w = 1, 2, . . . , 7. It follows that this path inequality is tight triangular and induces a facet of the graphical traveling salesman polytope. * in a way similar to that used by Christof and Reinelt [12] in their algorithm for finding cuts that match templates from a prescribed large catalog. First, it constructs once and for all an equivalence relation on V in such a way that each equivalence class V of this relation satisfies
then it makes many different choices of V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V k in such a way that each of V 1 , . . . , V k is one of these equivalence classes and
With W standing for the set of the equivalence classes on V , the first stage amounts to preshrinking V onto W ; making each of the many different choices of V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V k in the second stage means choosing a small subset of W and shrinking the entire remainder of W onto a single point. In terms of the preshrunk set W , each choice of V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V k in the second stage zooms in onto a relatively small part of the problem -typically k is at most thirty or so and |W | may run to hundreds or thousands -and effectively discards the rest. For this reason, we developed the habit of referring to the cuts produced by Algorithm 31 as local cuts and referred to them by this name in Applegate et al. [2] . In terms of the original V , each of the sets V 1 , . . . , V k could be quite large, which makes the qualifier "local" a misnomer. Still, a crisp label for the cuts produced by Algorithm 31 is convenient to have and "local cuts" seems to be as good a name as any other that we managed to think up.
The equivalence relation is constructed by iteratively shrinking two-point sets into a single point. At each stage of this process, we have a set W and a mapping π : W → 2 V that defines a partition of V into pairwise disjoint subsets π(w) with w ∈ W . Initially, W = V and each π(w) is the singleton {w}; as long as there are distinct elements u, v, w of W such that
we keep replacing π(u) by π(u)∪π(v) and removing v from W ; when there are no u, v, w with property (30), we stop. (During this process, we may discover pairs u, v with x * (π(u), π(v)) > 1, in which case x * violates the subtour inequality
To make the many different choices of V 1 , . . . , V k , we first set the value of a parameter t that nearly determines the value of k in the sense that t − 3 ≤ k ≤ t. Then, for each w in W , we choose a subset C of W so that w ∈ C and t − 3 ≤ |C| ≤ t; the corresponding V 1 , . . . , V k are the π(v) with v ∈ C. The choice of C is guided by the graph with vertex-set W , where u and v are adjacent if and only if x * (π(u), π(v)) > ε for some prescribed zero tolerance ε: starting at w, we carry out a breadth-first search through this graph, until we collect a set C of t − 3 vertices. If there are any vertices u outside this C such that x * (π(u), π(v)) = 1 for some v in C, then we keep adding these vertices u to C as long as |C| ≤ t.
It seems plausible that such a crude way of choosing C can be improved. However, we found its performance satisfactory; none of the alternatives that we tried appeared to work better.
Experimental Findings
Reinelt [64] created a library named TSPLIB that contains sample instances of the TSP (and related problems) from various sources and of various types. There are 110 TSP instances in this library. Some of them arise from the task of drilling holes in printed circuit boards and others have been constructed artificially, often in the Dantzig-Fulkerson-Johnson tradition of choosing a set of actual cities and defining the cost of travel from X to Y as the distance between X and Y. None of them (with a single exception, the problem named ts225) is contrived to be hard and none of them is contrived to be easy; 106 of them have been solved and four have not.
The results reported in this section involve various TSP instances drawn from TSPLIB. The default code is Concorde 99.12.15 of Applegate et al. [3] with 99 as the random number seed (concorde -s 99 xxx.tsp). The running times are given in seconds on a Compaq XP1000 workstation with a 500 MHz EV6 Alpha processor.
The Easier TSPLIB Instances
Our default code solved 87 of the 110 TSPLIB instances in under 1000 seconds. These instances are listed in Table 1 .
In Sect. 5, we described a way of producing a number of partititions of V into nonempty sets V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V k with t − 3 ≤ k ≤ t for a prescribed positive integer t. Concorde uses it with t ranging between 8 and a prescribed integer t max . More precisely, the search always begins with t = 8. Whenever a value of t is set, Concorde adds all the resulting cuts produced by Algorithm 31 to the LP relaxation of our problem and it solves the tightened LP relaxation; if the increase in the value of the relaxation is not satisfactory and t < t max , then the next iteration takes place with t incremented by one. The default setting, t max = 16, was prompted by results reported in Table 2 . The trends exhibited in this table are hardly surprising: increases of t max yield tighter LP relaxations, but they also require additional time to construct these tighter relaxations. Table 2 shows also that the total time to solve the 87 TSPLIB instances in Table 1 by our default code would increase to 126.8% of its original value if local cuts were turned off. This endorsement of local cuts pales in comparison with other cutting-plane routines: if we turned off a class of comb-finding procedures proposed by Padberg and Rinaldi [62] (based on the block decomposition of the graph obtained by considering only edges e with 0 < x * e < 1), then the running time over our default code would increase to 427.2% of its original value.
Three of the Harder TSPLIB Instances
Two of the harder TSPLIB instances solved by Concorde are the printed-circuit board instance pcb3038 and the geographical instance fnl4461. On each of them, we have run tests similar to those of Table 2 ; their results are reported in Table 3 . (For the sake of uniformity, we have started each of the nine runs on each of the two instances with the value of the optimal tour as the upper bound.)
As with Table 2 , the trends exhibited in Table 3 are hardly surprising, although the dependence of running time on t max is not quite as neat for fnl4461 (note its increase as t max moves from 0 to 8) and it is even more erratic for pcb3038. One striking difference between the easier instances on the one hand and pcb3038, fnl4461 on the other hand is an increase in the optimal setting of t max , which is 28 for pcb3038 and 32 for fnl4461. These experimental results agree with the intuition that the harder instances are better off with the larger values of t max . Another striking difference is the increased effect of local cuts on the overall running time. With pcb3038, local cuts with the default t max = 16 reduce the running time to 50.3% of its original value and setting t max = 28 reduces it further to 43.8%. For fnl4461, the figures are more impressive: local cuts with the default t max = 16 reduce the running time to 9.8% of its original value and setting t max = 32 reduces it further to 2.3%. The hardest TSPLIB instances that we have solved are usa13509 and d15112. Batoukov and Sørevik [6] refer to our solution of usa13509 as one of "only a few heroic examples on successful computation on a network of workstations" and we do not propose to contradict them. This instance was solved by running an earlier version of Concorde in parallel on a network of 48 workstations, including Digital Alphas, Intel Pentium IIs and Pentium Pros, and Sun UltraSparcs; a very rough estimate of the total running time is about 4 years on our single Compaq XP1000.
Four years of CPU time is an exorbitant figure. We believe that without the use of local cuts, this exorbitant figure would grow further to a level which would put solving usa13509 out of our reach even if we had gathered many more workstations for the heroic purpose.
The experimental results presented in Table 4 support this sentiment. Its 29 rows correspond to 29 runs that tighten up the root LP relaxation. Each of these runs starts where the preceding run has stopped and it takes note of the gap g between the length of the optimal tour and the optimal value of the current LP relaxation. Then it attempts to tighten the relaxation by additional cuts and it solves this tightened relaxation; this step gets iterated as long as the optimal value of the relaxation keeps increasing by at least a prescribed fixed percentage of g.
We begin with five runs of Def C00, meaning our default code with local cuts turned off. The last three of these runs yields only imperceptible improvements and they narrow the relative gap to 0.0561%. Then we follow with four runs of All C00, meaning Def C00 with additional cutting-plane routines (other than local cuts) that we found to be a hindrance in solving the easy instances from Table 1 but that might help in solving the harder instances. (These techniques include our implementation of what we understood from Naddef and Thienel [54, 55] , the dominos-and-necklaces heuristic for finding violated comb inequalities that has been described in Sect. 3 of Applegate et al. [1] , and other cutting-plane routines.) The last three of these runs yields only imperceptible improvements and they narrow the relative gap to 0.0435%. This is the best we can do without the use of local cuts.
Then we bring in local cuts in nineteen runs of the default code with t max progressing through the sequence 8, 10, 12, . . . , 44. As a result, the relative gap is narrowed to 0.0164%, less than two fifths of the previous value. Finally, an additional run of All C00 yields only an imperceptible improvement.
Generalizations
The cutting-plane method and its descendants are applicable to any problem minimize c T x subject to x ∈ S, where S is a finite subset of some Euclidean space IR m , provided that an efficient algorithm to recognize points of S is available. The corresponding general problem of finding cuts is this:
given (by means of an efficient membership-testing oracle) a finite subset S of some IR m and given a point x * in IR m that lies outside the convex hull of S, find a vector a and a scalar b such that S ⊂ {x : a T x ≤ b} and a T x * > b.
Algorithm 31, dealing with the special case case where m = n(n − 1)/2 and S is the set of the incidence vectors of all the tours through a set of n cities, generalizes to Algorithm 71. (In the special case, d = (k + 1)k/2, φ(x) = x, and T is the set of all tangled tours through V .) then one would have to design a way of making choices of φ and T . One option is to choose each φ and T by choosing a d×m integer matrix P , setting φ(x) = P x, and letting T consist of all integer vectors x such that some x satisfies
Maximizing a linear function over T amounts to solving a mixed integer linear programming problem in d integer and m non-integer variables; as long as d is small, this problem can be solved quickly. As long as at least one row r T of P satisfies max{r
φ(x * ) falls outside the convex hull of T ; Gomory's methods mentioned in Sect. 2 provide vectors r T with property (33) at insignificant computational cost. We have not carried out any experiments with this scheme.
